Your monthly dose of memories from Memoir for Me!

On Elves, Gifts, and the Spirit of the Season
From the Blog:
Ode to Elf, a Story of Love and Hate
It was only two days into December when my 6 year-old
turned to me and asked, "Mom, did Elf skip going to the
North Pole last night?"
Yep. We had already forgotten to move the elf. This was
going to be a long month.
Now I'm all for creative spirits, but if I see one more
Pinterest board or Facebook picture of the Elf on the Shelf
doing something cute, ridiculous or even raunchy, I might
poke my eyes out with one of its tiny felt hands.
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Let us answer the question,
"What can I get Mom and Dad for Christmas?"
Give the Gift of Memories.

Our book dealine has passed
but it's not too late to order your
Memoir for Me gift certificate for
that special family member.
We interview your loved ones.
We write their story.
You treasure it forever.

Order your gift
certificate today!

More Than Just Books!
Only $20!
Memoir for Me signature bangles in silver, gold,
or rose gold make a perfect holiday gift for
anyone--because everyone has a story!
Gold or silver plated, and adjustable to fit any
wrist. Buy one or several and wear them
stacked. It's the ultimate accessory with a story.

Buy yours today in gold, rose gold or
silver!

Nominate a Hero Today!
Do you know a Northwest Side Chicagoan
doing great things in the neighborhood?
Nominate them as a 2017 Northwest Side
Hero today! If chosen, I will interview this hero
and write their story, sharing their great deeds
with others. It only takes a minute to recognize
greatness.
Photo includes Russ Gremel (far right), a
Northwest Side Hero of 2016. You can read his
story here.

Nomination Form

Featured Story:
The Foley Sisters
Below story is from a special book I made
for my mom and her three sisters for
Christmas.
The Foley family had enough to get by but
lived simply, with the family of six living in a
two-bedroom apartment with one bathroom.
The breakfast room in the back of the flat
doubled up as a bedroom at night. It was a
good thing the girls went to Catholic school
and wore uniforms because there was little
money or room for clothes.
We had a pair of jeans, a Sunday dress
and a uniform. That was about it.
With these limited wardrobes, getting dressed was an Olympic sport.
The first one out of the house was the best dressed.
The sisters were kind to each other but personalities did clash from time to time. Mary Ann and Pat
were more mild. Norine and Alice bumped heads a bit. Sometimes the only place for peace and
quiet was in the bathroom. Alice's sister Norine secluded herself in the bathroom and once
became stuck in there.
She had locked herself in the bathroom! Poor Uncle Ray had to scale a ladder on the outside of

the building and get in through the window.

Read More Stories
Happy holidays to you and your families. Thanks for reading! See you next month. - Nora
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